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CLIPPER 2.1
(NIST 64-bit Software Key Escrow Encryption standard)

Features
- Mandatory key escrow (MKE)
- Government certified escrow agents
- Compatibility with national wiretap plan
- NON-interoperable with all current crypto systems
- Limited key length and no Triple-DES

EPIC Review
“Clipper 2.1 is the software implementation of the popular Clipper chip. With all the great features of the original, NIST picks up where the NSA left off. Some undocumented features.”

From the (classified) Users Manual:
“Prohibits cryptography that is not capable of real-time decryption by law enforcement”

Electronic Privacy Information Center
Washington, DC
http://www.epic.org/
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Applications
- E-commerce
- Public transportation
- Pharmaceutical anti-counterfeiting
- Medical applications
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EPC “supply chain” tags
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- Often no tethered power
- Limited memory
- Limited computational power
- Debatable read ranges
Case Study: RFID Credit Cards
What are RFID Credit Cards?

- “No-swipe” credit card
- “fastest acceptance of new payment technology in the history of the industry.”

[VISA; As reported in the Boston Globe, August 14th 2006]
What do RFID CCs Reveal?

- Credit card number
- Expiration date
- Cardholder name
How to disable an RFID CC
How to improve privacy

• Consumers need
  ✓ Justified confidence
  – Not just “security theater” marketing

• Technology must be open to public scrutiny
  – RFID CCs use proprietary methods
  ✓ Secure Web sites use a public methods
Summary of RFID CCs

- More convenient? (maybe)
- Good fraud control? (maybe)
- Consumer Privacy? (not yet)